
Jack Harvey Interview 
3/15/14 - On His Property in Malta Bend, MO

Jack Harvey is farmer from Saline County, Missouri, who helped 
organize farmers from the county in a coalition to negotiate better 
land contracts with Enbridge, Inc. He spoke with Caitlin Zera, 
director of From the Pipeline, and crew on his property in Saline 
County in March 2014.  !
Interviewer: When did you first learn about the Flanagan South 
pipeline?  !
Jack Harvey: It was, um, in September of 2012 I believe is when they 
gave us first notice. September. Um, it may have been just a little 
earlier than that. It was in the early fall of 2012.  !
Interviewer:  How did you learn about it? Did they contact you 
directly?  !
Jack Harvey: The first notice that I received was by letter, I think, 
that they were going to be coming through.  !
Interviewer:  Can you talk about easements - is that what you have on 
your property?  !
Jack Harvey: Yes, an easement means that we still maintain ownership 
of the property but they have the right to use the property for a 
specific use. And in this case it's for the installation of the 
pipeline hauling petroleum products.  !
Interviewer:  I know that there was an original pipeline that was in 
the 1950s, how is that easement similar?  !
Jack Harvey: In 1951 there was a pipeline put through on this property 
and um, and this, they're using that, uh, agreement, part of that 
agreement in negotiating and extending the easement and widening the 
easement for this second pipeline that's going through. And um, to 
allow for the construction of this new line.  !
Interviewer:  So when did the construction actually start then on your 
property?  !
Jack Harvey: Uh, construction on this project began on this farm on 
um, in September, and it began with the clearing of debris and um, and 
the clearing of crop, any crop that was left in the fields. And just 
getting the ground prepared for earth moving.  !
Interviewer:  How long did it last on your property?  !
Jack Harvey: Well, it's still in process. you know it began in 
September of 2013 and uh, um, the construction here was slow to begin 
and then it picked up in momentum through the month of late October, 
November, and especially during December there was a tremendous amount 
of work going on. I had this - in this region right here - this 
segment of the line. Part of that's because they had to do a bore 
under the property and that was quite an undertaking and uh, they 
managed to accomplish that before Christmas right before Christmas. 
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Uh, after Christmas and into the new year they came back and installed 
the pipe itself and tied things together and uh, moved a lot of their 
equipment out through late January and February and there hasn't been 
much activity on this segment of the pipeline, really for the last 
three or four weeks,  !
Interviewer: Could you explain what a bore is?  !
Jack Harvey: Um yes, it's where they rather than dig a trench and put 
the pipe in a trench and then cover it back up they don't want to 
disturb the top of the ground itself they dig down and tunnel under 
the ground, dig a bore and bore under the ground. So they don't 
disturb anything above ground it's all down about 40 feet underground. 
And then they weld all the pipe together and they hook onto it and 
pull that pipe back and underneath. And once that's in place then 
they're able to weld the both ends and continue with the project and 
construction.  !
Interviewer:  And that was just here on your property? Is that 
something that they do a lot?  !
Jack Harvey: They do that several places on this segment of the 
project. The largest bore that this company it's my understanding is 
doing is on the Mississippi and the second largest is on the Missouri 
River and then this was I think they're third largest bore right here 
on this property. And then they also did a bore under the Chariton 
river, it's my understanding that they do a lot of bore - boring on 
the project underneath these major highways. !
Interviewer:  Is the impact less if they're doing the bore or is it 
more? Or can we tell?  !
Jack Harvey: The impact tis less on the ground over the top of the 
bore but uh, there's quite an impact of properties on both sides where 
they do actually place their equipment to actually do the bore.  !
Interviewer:  And what have been the ecological impacts of your 
property?  !
Jack Harvey: Well, that's uh, yet to be see in its entirety. There's 
definitely going to be some change in composition of the soil 
especially with the process of digging and the churning of the soil 
and compaction with the big machinery that's used. My concern is 
compaction of that soil and what that will have some impact on 
vegetative growth once it's replaced. It could hurt that. Um, also we 
don't know about the erosion and whether there's going to be a lot of 
erosion and uh, whether the ground is going to settle evenly or 
there's going to be holes in areas that are going to have to be 
refilled later on, at a later date on that.  !
Interviewer:  Will you be able seed again for this coming season, once 
the restoration crews are done? !
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Jack Harvey: Okay, it's my understanding, I received a letter the 
other day that said that the restoration wasn't going to start again 
until April 1st. Uh, that's going to put this project, the restoration 
of this project, late into the planting season. So I don't anticipate 
being able to grow crops on it in the year of 2014. Um, I just don't 
think, the ground will be completely prepared for that you know. And 
the project won't be done by that time.  !
Interviewer:  How many miles of the pipeline do you have on your 
property?  !
Jack Harvey: There's, uh, close to a mile right here on this farm 
right here. On my brother's farm he has a little bit over a mile.  !
Interviewer:  What kind of crops do you grow?  !
Jack Harvey: Uh, corn and soybeans primarily. Where this bore, er, 
this pipeline going through that restoration's mostly on our farms and 
it's going to impact production, corn and soybeans on that easement.  !
Interviewer:  How much do you estimate, if you're unable to have crop 
on the pipeline area this year?  !
Jack Harvey: Well, it's my understanding the pipeline company, 
Enbridge, has told us that they will compensate for any crop loss and 
also said they would compensate for crop damage that was done uh with 
the beginning of construction and the loss and damage that when they 
were starting the project.  !
Jack Harvey: so anyway I think that they will come in and compensate 
all landowners and should compensate the landowners if they aren't 
able to plant their crops in 2014. They've also Enbridge has is paying 
a percentage of payment for crop loss, uh over the next several years. 
It will all be paid in lump sum, I think it's the next four years, I 
believe is what it is, to help cover the cost because they are aware 
also that it will be number of years before that ground will be back 
up to full production.  !
Interviewer:  And once they start moving materials through the 
pipeline do you think there'll be any changes or any impacts that it 
will have when it's actually in use?  !
Jack Harvey:  Um, I have lived in this, I was born and raised here 
basically on this farm and have been around it all my life. And this 
pipeline is just, the old pipeline that was installed in 1951 is 149 
feet from the corner of the house and really it has never had a major 
impact on us. We are always acutely aware that the pipeline is here 
and we try to watch for it, when we are doing tillage work and if we 
do any kind of conservation work such as building terraces or 
waterways or clearing of debris and brush. Just for safety of all 
concerned and not to compromise the integrity of the pipeline and uh 
to say that there's going to be some major impact once oil is flowing 
through that line, I don't think it will have any impact or very 
minimal impact.  
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!
Interviewer:  How many waterways does it cross on your property? Is it 
just the one?  !
Jack Harvey: It goes across, it crosses several terraces, and it just 
crosses one waterway on this property and uh, a concern that we have 
is making sure that all tile, drainage tile, that is in place is fit 
back in good repair and that the terraces are all built back to 
standard and that property so that we have proper drainage and water 
flow and the same with our waterways.  !
Interviewer:  You were speaking about terraces... !
Jack Harvey: Yes, the concern we have is how the tiles are properly 
repaired for drainage and the tiles put back to properly meet the 
standards and water control. And the same applies for our waterways to 
make sure they're still functional.  !
Interviewer:  And how long has this farm been in your family?  !
Jack Harvey: Uh, this farm was bought by my father in 1950s, early 
1950s and so it's been in the family since that time. And uh, it was 
owned by my mother and dad and then the farm went into the family 
trust and I just recently purchased the farm from the family trust.  !
Interviewer:  Did you always want to farm?  !
Jack Harvey: I, uh, have devoted most of my life to the service 
industry, um, and uh human services primarily and I since I've 
retired, I've always been involved with agriculture, always loved 
agriculture, have worked in agriculture but uh, just in the last five 
or six years have I really involved myself in agriculture 100% of the 
time.  !
Interviewer: anything particularly unique about this property? !
Jack Harvey: Um, there's several things about it. I like where it's 
located. I like this part of the state of Missouri. It's in close 
proximity to the Santa Fe Trail and uh, such, a, and our incorporation 
with it was named trail ridge many years ago and due to the fact that 
the Santa Fe trail passed by here. So there's a lot of history and a 
lot of American, Native American history, and civil war history in the 
area. And uh, um, it's also a property that has a lot of low-lying 
ground which conducive to - it's wetland so it's conducive to water 
fowl and uh watching of water fowl, just birdwatching and I enjoy 
doing it. There's a lot of amenities that go along with owning this 
property.  !
Interviewer: And could you talk a little bit about the landowner 
coalition.... !
Jack Harvey: Yes !
Interviewer:  Could you talk a little about how it was formed... 
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!
Jack Harvey: Um, I, uh, had gotten my first letter and notice that we 
were going to - that they were going to purse putting a new pipeline 
through. We were then contacted by a land agent for Enbridge and I had 
received another letter or two, and the land agent, Mark Graven, 
called me one day and said that he had contracts for me and proposals 
that he wanted to submit to me, and he left those - and I was not here 
at the time, and he left those for me. I got them and within about two 
days or three, um, I got a letter in the mail that just said that 
Enbridge was in the process of moving forward on this project and that 
uh, if we didn't accept the offer presented that they would have to 
take alternative 'measures' on that. And, uh, this letter was dated I 
believe september the 10th and I had just received the offer. Uh, a 
day or two before that. And um I - that letter was very alarming to 
me. And uh, I just I felt like it reflected a - sort of a - 
belligerent and attitude of hostility and as a landowner that just 
doesn't appeal to me, that I wanted to deal with that type of attitude 
within a corporation. !
Jack Harvey: And so at that point in time I decided that - Lafayette 
County had already formed a coalition and I felt like Saline County 
needed to do the same thing. And um no one else had taken the 
initiative and leadership of that so I decided I would take that on 
and so I started making calls and notifying people and we developed a 
coalition at that time. And then we united with Lafayette to 
strengthen our coalition. And uh, at that time then we began we also 
engaged an attorney to help represent us. And we started a negotiation 
process that we felt like was more favorable for the landowners in 
both counties. And uh, it was my main concern was their attitude but 
also reflected in this letter, but also um, uh, I don't know, they 
just, um, just a little upset about it, you know, I just didn't' think 
the contracts that they were offering and the easements that they were 
wanting us to sign wasn't uh in favor at all in supporting the 
landowners. I, everything was in favor Enbridge corporation, you know, 
the pipeline, and uh, it has to be something that I felt like, needed 
to be fair and equitable for all concerned.  !
Jack Harvey: And the contracts that were given to us and that they 
wanted us to sign was not fair and equitable in my opinion.  !
Interviewer: What were some of the issues..... !
Jack Harvey: Uh, well there was several things and the main thing is 
that we wanted to limit the size of the easements. Um, and uh, limit 
have some limit on the time they could be on our property during the 
construction and during the work and uh, that there was, it would be 
limited to the construction of one pipeline not multiple pipelines and 
that um it would also limit any other use of this easement for 
anything other than construction of a pipeline with the transport of 
petroleum products in the pipeline. My concern personal concern as a 
property owner is uh I do not want to see this easement through here 
become a, an, uh, thoroughfare for other types of utilities or uh 
other uses other than for petroleum. My concern is I don't want the 
easement to be turned around and sold out for fiber optics let's say  
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or for as a heavy power grid with transmission lines running overhead 
and across the easement. This is a concern I have I uh think it should 
be used for one purpose and one purpose only and not turned into a 
multi-use easement.  
Interviewer:  Were you able to negotiate that?  !
Jack Harvey: well, our agreements as I interpret it the wording in it 
does have limitations on that. And that's I think more favorable for 
everybody concerned and I see over there that a few people are showing 
up to work right there.  !
Interviewer:  And that's part of the restoration...?  !
Jack Harvey: I think it is probably. I don't know what they're doing 
there. But, uh, I think that getting back to the use of the property. 
I think that most people are going to be comfortable if it's just 
going to be used for the pipeline itself and for transport of oil. !
Interviewer:  As is that just because it's just more control of the 
area then for landowners or is it just keeping the traffic down on the 
area?  !
Jack Harvey: Well, uh, as a property owner I don't think there's many 
property owners that wan their property to be used as a utility 
thoroughfare, for utility companies and big companies to use their 
property for such things as transmission lines, oil, and whatever. Uh, 
part of that is because there is going to be - some major impact on 
the quality - on the land and how it's farmed and how it's used . The 
biggest concern we have and biggest problem is uh in the value of the 
property the more that you have it can impact the reduction of value 
because it could be because if you have power poles or lines on your 
property it can be hard to farm around. If you've got pipe in the 
ground there's always the risk of rupturing that pipe, hitting it and 
compromising the integrity of the pipe. um, so with that in mind when 
you're ready to market the property it could have a major impact on 
the value because potential buyers may look at a person's property and 
say well he's got two power lines on his property he's go two 
pipelines he has you know telephone company has got lines around his 
property all these things can have a major impact and a potential 
buyer could look at that. and say I don't think I want to deal with 
that in the future we will go on down the road and look at the another 
property that is not exposed with all these.  !
Interviewer: What are some of the other economic impacts  !
Jack Harvey: Well, there's definitely going to be some impact on crop 
production and uh, uh, that's - the jury's still out on how major 
that's going to be. And it may impact more on one person's property 
more than another. Uh, but from the past, when the first pipeline went 
through, it was pretty obvious from aerial photographs that 10 years 
after the pipeline had been installed, from the air you could still 
see the difference in soil structure and vegetative growth where that 
pipeline's located. And so we anticipate the same thing this time. It 
will be the same. And it could be maybe as bad, but we hope it won't 
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be any worse. And we're all hoping it will be better this time that 
through new technology and procedures and standards that it will be 
better.  !
Interviewer: How many landowners were involved.... !
Jack Harvey: Gosh, I'm not sure the exact number in Saline county uh, 
the landowners, um we had I think 15 or 20 landowners that were 
involved in the coalition, you know, from Saline County. And uh, uh, 
but the exact number of properties I don't know that for sure !
Interviewer: Has the coalition continued.... !
Jack Harvey: Well, uh, the coalition hasn't really met since uh, back 
in I think it was January or February of 2013. Once the contracts 
were, we felt like we could live with them we kind of disbanded at 
that point, that doesn't mean that if, if reconstruction isn't done to 
standard and up to par and if Enbridge doesn't treat people fairly in 
crop loss and damage then the coalition may reestablish and uh, there 
has been some talk about that because there's questions about as to 
payment for crop loss and some issues involved with that. But we 
really haven't had a meeting of last year  !
Interviewer:  And so what's next for your property...in your family  !
Jack Harvey: Well, I plan on staying here and farming and keeping the 
farm going and farming for a number of years and eventually it will be 
passed on down to my children and hopefully we'll be able to keep the 
farm in the family.  !
Jack Harvey: Well, it's my understanding that the county's going to 
make, make a large sum of money off of the transportation oil through 
this pipeline and so economically I think it's going to be a benefit 
to the county in the long run to get that tax revenue. One thing I am 
disappointed in is that when Enbridge first came into the county and 
uh, they insinuated that there would be a real economic boost in the 
county during the process of construction. Uh, we haven't, I have not 
seen that at the level that I hope for. It was kind of indicated that 
there would be a lot of use of motels, people staying in the county, 
uh be a lot of business for our restaurants they would be buying fuel 
from our suppliers. They would be using our contractors to do a lot of 
the construction work but that has not really materialized. Not to say 
that they haven't you know bought fuel, don't shop in Marshall and in 
surrounding towns and do some business but it hasn't been at the scale 
that I anticipated when they first proposed the project.  !
Jack Harvey: The biggest, the issue that's at stake is crop loss. 
There's some issues there as to how they're going to pay, what they're 
going to pay, when they're going to pay and the big factor is how much 
are they going to pay, you know. There's a discrepancy there in what 
was presented initially and what it looks like the pay-out's going to 
be now and uh, we've got some concerns about that. Uh, that's still in 
the works, I have not seen hard numbers presented by Enbridge to date 
but I've heard they've got figures that they're looking at that 
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aren't, aren't up to the levels of this part of the county. Our 
biggest concern that if they use the county average sale on corn and 
soybeans, then uh, the problem with that is that this part of Saline 
county that they come through, the average yield far exceeds the 
county average and so they should be paying based on the yields of 
this area not the county average because it you move into the southern 
part of the county the lower part of the county the yields go down, 
there's rock in the soil less productive soil but it's very productive 
here. So they really need to use the averages of this part of 
the ,area, of the county that they're going through. And a price, 
there's a big variance on price, and ah, I don't know, like I said I 
haven't seen a value presented in hard copy yet to know what they're 
going to present as far as dollars.  !
Interviewer: How much of your property is in corn use..... !
Jack Harvey: Uh, all for this farm, this farm is under a cash, uh, is 
rented on a, as a cash crop as a cash share. And uh, but this farm 
historically produces, in corn, in the hundred and seventy to a 
hundred and eighty bushels per acre. And on soybeans it averages 
probably in the upper forties.  !
Jack Harvey: Um, the attorney helped represent the coalition, and, uh, 
but, uh, we've also negotiated and talked with the land agent. I've 
talked with the land agent a lot, uh, as I said, the uh, I think 
relations have been pretty good overall with Enbridge as far as 
projects are concerned. Once we formed the coalition and started that 
negotiation I think it improved considerably. I personally believe 
that part of the problem with the project was that, uh, the 
leadership, of Enbridge corporation had specific deadlines that they 
wanted to meet as far as getting this pipeline planned, under 
construction, complete, and get oil running through the line. And in 
order to make that happen they were pushing really hard up front to, 
you know, make it happen. And, uh, sometimes in doing that, that 
forced other people with the organization and lower echelons that had 
to make the project work, it, uh created a situation where once, 
sometimes they would get the cart before the horse. And, uh, in 
consequently, they would run kinda ahead of themselves and things 
didn't run smoothly and progress smoothly. And that also created some 
problems within developing within the relations the company needed to 
develop with the landowners to begin with.  !


